A phenomenological analysis is presented of inverse-P (IB) experiments on proton targets performed at 6.5, 8.7, and 11. 2 m from reactor sources and of a deuterondisintegration experiment at 11. 2 m. The analysis leads to the conclusion that either there is a statistically significant distance dependence of the v, spectra measured in these experiments or that at least three of the four experiments have unstated sources of error or seriously understated errors. We find that this distance dependence can be accounted for by neutrino oscillations. The distance dependence is exhibited in the normalizationindependent ratio of low-to high-energy halves of the spectrum. The ratios at the three distances, taken in pairs, differ by greater than 3 standard deviations. The entire analysis is done without using any theoretically calculated spectra. We find that no distanceindependent spectrum can account for the 8. 
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we report a phenomenological analysis' for neutrino oscillations of the data from reactor experiments performed at different distances.
There are four experiments that are being used in our analysis. Three of these involve the inverse-P (IB) reaction v, +p~n+e+ had only about 500 events whereas the 8.7-m and 11. 2-m experiments, data from which became available only recently, had about 5000 and 7000 events, respectively.
In addition to these three IB experiments we include the deuteron experiment of Reines, Sobel, and Pasierb (RSP) In the interplay of the experiments mentioned above we find that the energy spectra of V, measured at different distances are not compatible.
The main source of distance dependence exhibited by the data is a systematic depletion of v, (of energy & 6 MeV) with increase in distance from 6.5 to 11. 2 m. In particular there are two completely independent experiments monitoring v, at 11. 2 m, namely, the IB reaction (1.1) and the chargedcurrent deuteron reaction (1. 2) and both of these experiments report seeing fewer high-energy (E"&6 MeV) v, at 11. 2 m than seen at 8.7 m and far fewer than were seen at 6.5 m.
We quantitatively assess this distance dependence in three interrelated ways:
(i) From an IB experiment performed at a given distance we deduce the corresponding neutrino spectrum and compute the ratio for two bins, No. of 7, "seen" with (4.0&E"&6. 7 MeV) R"=1+ No. of 0, "seen" with (6.7 &E"&8.5 MeV) (1. 4) We find that R = 6.6+ 1.8, 13.6+ 1. 2, and 21.7+2.6 at 6.5, 8.7, and 11. 2 m. Taken in pairs these numbers differ by & 3 standard deviations.
(ii) From the 11. 2-m IB and the deuteron experiments the ratio rate of charged-current deuteron events/day rate of neutral-current deuteron events/day (1 In this paper there are several additions to the analysis reported in our Physical Review Letter. ' These are (1}an analysis using the weighted mean of the charged-current deuteron reaction measured directly at 11. 2 m and calculated from the measured 11. 2-m spectra, (2) the inclusion of energycalibration uncertainties and effects of the relaxation of their constraints, (3) the determination of the range of 7, spectra and using this as another experimental constraint on the fits, (4) the calculation of C.L. contours in the sin 28, Bm plane, and (5) Each of these has an energy-independent overall uncertainty; these are 10%, 8%, and 14%, respectively. These spectra (times the IB cross section) versus E, (on a logarithmic scale), shown in Fig. 1 From the ccd measured rate of (28+12)/day and the one implied by the IB experiment of (45+10)/day it is clear that the "true" spectrum of V, at 11. 2 m is even softer than that represented by the fit (5.1) to the 11. 2-m IB experiment alone. We, therefore, now calculate a fit to the 0, spectrum monitored at 11. 2 m using nine data points from the e+ histogram measured via the IB reaction and the total ccd rate of (28+12) Fig. 2 we show the distance dependence exhibited by the measured values of R"at the three distances.
In terms of relative standard deviations for the differences
--3.5 SD, (bR")s -"=5. 7 SD, (7.2) where 11 refers to the spectral fit (6.4) to 11. Thus (see Fig. 3) (ER, )s, )) --2.6 SD, (&R, )s, s --3.0 SD, (bR, )s )) --4.9 SD .
(7.3) (7.4) (7.5) Since the detectors at the three distance had somewhat different energy-dependent detection efficiencies, the ratios R, thus extracted do not represent a precise comparison of the three spectra. The R, ratios calculated from the spectral fits (5.1) via (2.4) provide a more accurate comparison of the spectra monitored at the three distances.
B. Implications of the v, spectra measured at different distances for the deuteron rates measured at 11. 2 m
The 7, spectra measured via the IB experiment at 6.5, 8.7, and 11. 2 m allow one to calculate the rates [I (ccd) and I (ncd)] for charged-and neutral-current disintegration of the deuteron at that particular distance. The differences between the ccd and ncd rates [and/or their ratio, rd --I (ccd)/I (ncd)] measured at 11. 2 m and that implied by the measured V, energy spectra at 6.5 and 8.7 m constitute a deviation from the no-oscillation hypothesis. We find for the event rates per day using the covariance matrix from the spectral fits for statistical errors: In Table I we present a summary of the confidence levels of the no-oscillations fits discussed above. We note that the no-oscillation best fits to reactor data (with (1) and (2) We may compare these confidence levels without the e spectral inversion [set (3) [in data set (3) ] to the overlapping data points of (1) or (2).~ith the additional constraint of the e inversion limits the reduction in 7 due to the two oscillation parameters is about 4 to 8 since an increase in X of about 2 to 4 arises from the extra 10 weakly constraining inversion data points.
As an important consistency check we solve for the reactor V, spectrum in conjunction with each of our oscillation solutions given in Eq. (10.1). The resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 5 as ratios to the reactor v, spectrum obtained by inversion of the e spectrum. The errors on these spectra, estimated at about 5%, and the overall normalization uncertainty on the spectrum of Ref. 8 
of 5%
are not shown in the Figure. We note that the reactor spectra thus obtained lie within the solid lines which represent the restricted peak-to-peak range of Z =36 and Z =55 (see Sec. VIII).
In Fig. 7 The 90%-C.L. contours for the oscillation parameters resulting from our joint analysis of reactor experiments is compared in Fig. 8 The survival probability has the form [from Eq. (9.9)] "=1 -4g 1U"1'1U"1' We search for 3v oscillation solutions to the reactor experiments which yield more than one distinct oscillation term, i.e. , are distinct from the pseudo-2v possibilities. We again disregard the 6.5-m experiment but include the constraint on the reactor v, spectrum from inversion of the measured e spectrum. The analysis again includes 45 data points. The maximum-likelihood solution to the data has the following parameters with 90%-C.I.. limits indicated:
The contours of 5m, j vs 41 U"1 1 U, J 1 can be represented on the same plot as 5m and sin 20. The confidence levels for the 3v solutions are presented in Table I In comparing the confidence levels for the 3v oscillation solution with the 2v solutions one finds an improvement in C.L. by about a factor of 3 over the 0.9-eV 2v solution. The confidence levels for the 2.3-and 3.7-eV 2v solutions are about as high as for the 3v solution. In particular the 3v solution incorporates both the 5m =0.9 -eV and 5m =2.3 -eV oscillations as in the 2v solutions and with similar magnitudes of oscillation. Because of the closeness of confidence levels of the 2v and 3v oscillation solutions we cannot draw a strong conclusion whether the oscillation solutions prefer one or two effective oscillation terms.
The We now include these two data points from the 6.5-m experiment along with the 8.7-and 11. 2-m IB and ccd and ncd rates at 11. 2-m and search for a joint no-oscillation spectrum of arbitrary shape.
We find that the best no-oscillation fit to the above data set has X /df --49.5/26 (C.L.=0.0035). Of this the high-energy 6.5-m bin contributes 7 6~--9.8 and the low-energy bin 7 6z --2. 1. In comparison the joint 3v oscillation solution also including the two 6.5-m bins above has essentially the same parameters as the 3v solution without the 6.5-m bins and without the e inversion constraint and gives X /df =31.6/22 (C.L.=0.085). . The 6-m bins with this fit would give X 6H --6.7 and X 6q --0.7. Comparing no-oscillation to 3v oscillation solutions there is a gain in confidence level by a factor of 24. While the 3v oscillation solution is in agreement with the 8.7-m, 11. 2-m, and deuteron experiments and low-energy 6.5-m bin it fails on the high-energy 6.5-m bin giving a value of 40 events compared to experiment with 88+18 events. This is again reflected in the R, values of the 3v solution R, (6)=5.4, R, (8)=6.2, R,(11) =8.2 and I (ccd)/I'(ncd) =0.26 agreeing with experiment except for 6.5 m; R, '"~(6) =3.3+0. 7, R, '""(8) =5.9 +0.6, R, '"~(11) For R=A, at E =4 MeV this sets a limit of 5m &4 eV beyond which the oscillation term will be severely damped.
The neutrino source will be treated as geometrically small compared to the distance Lo from the detector to the center of the source (R 
